
Virtual schooling, empty stadiums and

fewer social gatherings are expected to

dent sales of milk and dairy products this

fall, after recent months marked by record

market swings driven by impacts from the

COVID-19 pandemic.In a more typical

year, the fall season brings more fluid milk

flowing into school cafeterias and cheese

topping everything from nachos to

burgers to pizzas at sporting events. Later

in the season, holiday baking tends to

boost butter sales.

"With its portfolio of butter, cheese, milk

and other dairy products, the cooperative

has always considered itself a "fourth-

quarter company," he said, referring to the

final part of the year when more home

baking, school-milk programs and holiday

meals lift demand.Demand for cheese

tends to be highest during the fall, This

year, with people already baking and

cooking more at home, the usual demand

boost may not happen, especially if there

are fewer gatherings, she added.

School lunches account for about 7% to

15% of total fluid-milk sales, according to

estimates.

Read This Full Story Here

Pandemic will likely alter autumn dairy

demand

A triple-digit heat wave the likes of

which had not been seen for nearly 14

years roasted much of CA prompting

concerns for livestock and crops.

In the southern San Joaquin Valley,

memories linger of the 2006 scorcher

that took the lives of thousands of

animals. That event prompted dairy

farmers to become proactive on

installing heat-abatement systems,

said Daniela Bruno, a University of

California Cooperative Extension dairy

advisor in Fresno, Madera and Kings

counties.

"The best practices I have seen include

installation of fans, sprinklers, soakers,

shades and water for all animals,"

Bruno said. "Dairy cattle are most

comfortable when the temperature is

between 45 to 68 degrees, so feeding

animals in the cooler hours of the day

also helps in minimizing milk

production drop."

Cattle ranchers with animals on pasture or

range tend not to have as many issues a

UCCE livestock advisor...

Read The Full Article Here

Heat wave tests California farms,

ranches, animals

Links of the food supply chain,

especially the meat supply, are

regaining strength after periods of

uncertainty during the early months of

the COVID-19 pandemic, once again

instilling consumer confidence,

according to Texas A&M AgriLife

experts.

Anderson said prior to the COVID-19

shutdowns, consumers typically

purchased about 50% of their food

from grocery stores for home

consumption and then other 50% was

met through outside food services,

such as restaurants and schools.

The food service side of that equation

has not completely recovered, he said,

as restaurants are still operating at a

limited capacity, if they reopened, and

schools are just now starting to open,

but again, not all the students will

return to the institutions. So, the food

supply chain is still adjusting to the

changing markets.

Read The Full Article With Here

Food Supply Chain Regaining Stability,

Consumer Confidence
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https://www.agalert.com/story/?id=14250
https://www.agalert.com/story/?id=14244
https://www.drovers.com/article/food-supply-chain-regaining-stability-consumer-confidence


Defeat prop 15

End of Prop 13 Protections: The ballot measure has a staggering price tag of $11.5

billion per year in property tax increases, repealing Prop 13’s protections for commercial

and industrial properties that have provided California ranchers with economic

certainty and stability.

Taxes Skyrocketing: Property taxes will increase on AG buildings and improvements,

and nearly everything needed to move food from farm to fork. Structures like barns and

feedlots will be heavily taxed; even fruit trees and vines will be  subject to higher

property taxes.

Rangelands Vanishing: The very landscape of California is on the line. Prop 15 gives

counties a tax incentive to zone land away from agriculture, and Prop 15’s increased tax

liability will force some ranchers and farmers to sell their land to developers,

eliminating open spaces and California’s breathtaking vistas.

The impacts of Prop 15 include:
1.

2.

3.

Ranchers are reporting a rash of senseless

and cruel cattle shootings this year. A Utah

official says at least 19 head have been killed

in the state since April. Last week a $20,000

reward was announced by the Central Utah

Cattlemen’s Association for information

regarding the shooting of five cattle owned

by a Mayfield rancher.

In North Carolina, four pregnant Angus cows

were fatally shot in late July near Waxhaw,

the Charlotte Observer reported.In South

Dakota, four Charolais cattle were shot the

first week of August in Brookings County,

the Brookings Register reported.

Full Article Here

Crimes Against Livestock On The Rise

California Fires Leave Livestock Producers with Work to Do 
“A lot of fence has been burned so there’s cattle that are what are what they would call

‘astray.’ They could be outside their normal boundaries. It’s going to be a task of all the

ranchers and their neighbors to at some point gather these cattle back up,”  “But there’s

not a lot of point in gathering cattle up and identifying them and dividing them back up

to who they belong to if you don’t have any fences, right?”

The CAL FIRE Incident Map is a great resource to stay up to date.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)

has announced that it is extending the

deadline for producers to apply for the

Coronavirus Food Assistance Program (CFAP).

The new deadline for submitting a CFAP

application is September 11 (applications

were initially scheduled to close on August

28). According to CCA affiliate the National

Cattlemen’s Beef Association (NCBA), there

has also been a significant change regarding

how USDA is disbursing producers’ CFAP

payments. To ensure that available program

funds were not depleted before all producers

could receive payment, USDA initially

remitted only 80% of producers’ calculated

CFAP payment, with the other 20% to be paid

at a later date. According to NCBA, USDA will

now be automatically issuing the remaining

20% of the calculated payment to existing

applicants, and new applicants will receive

100% of their total payment upon application

approval.

Link Here

USDA Extends CFAP Deadline to

September 11
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CattleFax Update September 4, 2020
Fed Cattle – Trade in the North was mostly $102 to $103 live and $162 to $164 dressed – $2 to $5 lower
than last week. Trade in the South occurred at mainly $102 to $104 – $1 to $4 softer.

Boxed Beef – With Labor Day buying mostly complete, Choice boxes lost $4.30 and Selects declined by
$1.76 this week. 
Feeder Cattle – Traded steady to $5 lower on the week. 
Calves – Traded mostly $1 to $4 softer. 
Market Cows – Traded steady to $3 firmer. 
Corn – Ended the week down 3 cents/bushel.

Last Friday, CCA submitted comments to the

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) regarding

how the term “habitat” should be interpreted

under the federal Endangered Species Act

(ESA). The USFWS has published a notice in

the Federal Register proposing a related rule

regarding how the agency will determine

which lands should be excluded from critical

habitat designations made under Section 4(b)

(2) of the ESA According to PLC, the Proposed

Rule also recognizes that critical habitat

designations on federal lands carry costs and

other burdens for grazing permittees and

others who manage and utilize federal lands.

USFWS Proposes Rule Regarding

Critical Habitat Exclusions

https://www.drovers.com/article/crimes-against-livestock-rise
https://www.fire.ca.gov/incidents
http://www.farmers.gov/cfap

